June 19th 1840

Sir John... Now I recollect all about the saddle... Bell confessed to his having. They had killed Matthew. I would him to lay it on to John. I think it on to Russell. Russell cannot say unreasonable. to suppose they would confess to a man who was seeking their destruction.

What an awful situation with no funds to console him with aid go crying on him instead many wished the sympathy of a falling he was being no place to fly with a Merchant of prejudice...
Symposium is family convinced that if Bill is convicted that he will be clear.

Symposium now lays that Hawaii must off these ships or he will go one with Bill and Malora. If family to that exercise not to hang back the Jews for December to this.

Charles стан the off without knowing where to my place in the regular 3. M

Lucinda to my wife Bell Saturday Sunday night, Malora. Dinner to the three join.

Bell and Sadler was using I keep to till on Cannon + Armitage C.

Yes, he now standing out the door to D. S. that if they would do so.
to make such a deed compell
I Statement that he would lay
it on Armit & Renfrew I d
I after seeing it from there &
I heard there was it to Cour
I Why Symonds
I anxiety about getting them to confess
I Symonds says yes he did try kept
I him to confess - in order to catch
I heard that they gave the
I Murderer
I Charter to go in the morning at
I a place named to shoot that night
I & Makara in a day or so. South
I all along the Road & Charter to
I where to long lunch. Sympson him
I Why start Charter ahead
Margry while same symptom at Beetle Sarder frequently. Symptom very intermittent. They intermittent with the skin, have no other still have rear symptom fond of Segurn Symptom had dose or walk for Boll - no other

Start of Mersey. Symptom not cured in 10 years

Good character help take up body after 3 or 42 call middle drama, drama. Churn to truly have Symptom frequently

Most have help take up the bodies. - severe illness. Churn of the others know churn - Symptom of Bad Character

A. Barnett in town off work

him to change $50 or lower note had a

Role of Marmo Hills on last house to

14. 15. 16005

Cost to consider
Dr. Cannon says Sympon
1883. my Uncle, saw Sympon
at Biloxi recently — = Sympon of
my lad Character has Thompson
He, this Character gave Sympton
small — all the neighbors of Sym-
now help him there last night. From
Sympon with Sympon
Russell can now do, Bill &
Sympon being intimate. Very much
know this by being here them 1 time
at night & once time bought load of
apples there. This is conclusion of
inquiry, he drank some lecture
with Sympon
Sol Ripken says Bill told him he had
been at Sympon & another time Bill
had been there with his wife. And all night at
Sympon. Saw Sympon, Bill & Mrs. Oxmore 1882
Saw Symmes at the house of Sunday on Monday morning setting up the clothing goods tied up full in the yard. Scuffle about Barkeys. Broke the box of eggs. Threaten to kill him all there was in the house was give off to the crew for his life that he must come. This is a son in Law.

Saturday evening Malinda got a bucket of milk. She milked the cows from Saturday until Monday morning. Four persons thus all the time from Saturday till Monday.

At eat nothing.

Pam Davis says, "Bec let him for dinner $12.96. In all $17.75."

Dec 1838 - Symons said it was the same day that he signed Miller's debtor at $1799 that was on the 8th Dec. 1838. Symons said it was paid. Short, at the first of 1839.
Mr. Mason Bishop says he has been at Bells and saw Mr. Symons and told him about an intimate man saw Bell at Symons.

5th June says Bell said all the plans that he was to do in his papers that had been printed and plans to Bennett and he had still some that he dug at North Tynes. B sqn. at Carli Caps. Symons off to Sevan. Sirnapur. Information Character most entitled to crown oath or affirmation.

If Bell had had any other articles in his papers now every time when he was released the first time he could be at his family home besides it this engaging man, made of him the first trial.
Why has S. kept me unseen — if he has run up our
footpaths — he has not come up
This has marred why we were content
This is the times of war H. & Emerson sleeping same room
So to this present
Why did when he had bought my thing they had
monstrous argument if I had paid all —

all must on Sat. night —各人制作 whit she wears 9 days

Apr 26th 1840 the Evening Reg
William Smith
Philip Bissett
Mr. Earnest
Mr. Libby
Mr. Thomas

Who and Jas. Bell island to the
King room, I after almost 10 Mites
asked a request of

rectory of the mission chapel

R. P. Lee
Mary Cant 1821
Bill. Supposed to be married Lucy
Caledary August 1st and
the 28th of Aug 1821. At which
Time her name declared
Dreary on the 28th Sept 1821.
Symptoms set every thing they had
No one ever saw Bell abroad from anything of liquor in the foregoing
Bell ascended when first apprehended of
many signs of Decadence — how early
could he have destroyed them
pen the state & chair at Bonnitt's
set long after the murder of them.

Mr. Jones came from the country
and by shellen that Allen

Mr. Allen's dancers said it was not
long after Bell set the hill from 2. to 7

Bonnie p. Daniel p. & symon's dead Earned
or Mass to make about the 8. Dec 1838

symon's got Mr. Thompson's horse
clutter all niddlees clutter till
Seconda cluttered about which

Mrs. Tadler has a little children's boys

Bonnie been while at Red. Are not and
there any they call Ted's an. Seg. of 2505

Made by got maps of peas they are left.